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Abstract: The COVID-19 pandemic has induced many changes to education in many contexts. In
this study, we describe how general practitioners in training (residents) accomplish participation in
collaborative reflection sessions conducted on Zoom. In this online setting, taking part in interactions
is understood to be crucial to the creation of educational value. To study forms of participation
used on Zoom, we recorded three group reflection sessions and examined them with Conversation
Analysis. We focused on how participation is shaped by and is contingent upon the affordances of
the online environment. Our analyses show that participants explicitly orient to the interactional
accomplishment of participation in frameworks that change in the various phases of case discussion.
Participants establish new procedures to deal with both familiar and sometimes new problems
of participation introduced by the online environment. We describe these procedures in detail to
contribute to the understanding of the accomplishment of participation through situated practices
such as embodied talk-in-interaction. The findings can serve training purposes in online education
across both medical and non-medical curricula.

Keywords: online education; participation; conversation analysis; collaborative reflection

1. Introduction

Online education has become a reality due to the COVID-19 pandemic. The shift from
co-present to online education has consequences for the types of interaction that can take
place. Researchers have reported on the challenges of distanced, lagged, internet-dependent
communication (e.g., Seuren et al. 2020) while others have described the affordances of
video-mediated settings (e.g., Oittinen 2020). In this paper, we focus on an aspect of the new
environment that is key to engagement in education: participation. We examine how Dutch
general practitioners in training (residents) manage their own and others’ participation
in online education by analyzing their collaborative reflection sessions. Constituting an
important part of medical training, these sessions are usually highly appreciated in terms
of educational value (van Braak et al. 2021). In online form, however, teachers are finding
them challenging to facilitate. Teachers report having to work very hard to get and keep a
discussion going. Residents report having to struggle to take or hold turns in the discussion.
Apart from anecdotal accounts, however, we do not know how teachers and residents
manage online participation. A description of participants’ interactional practices and the
resources they draw on to participate could be helpful in addressing these challenges.

From previous research on co-present collaborative reflection sessions in GP training,
we know that participation is seen as a key component to creating educational value for
all residents in attendance (van Braak et al. 2021). We also know that teachers see it as
their task to encourage residents to participate in ongoing discussions by bringing in their
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own experiences or responding to others’ (van Braak et al. n.d.a). At the same time, recent
descriptions of online participation in a variety of institutional settings have shown that the
features of online environments have an impact on the ease and manner of participation in
ongoing interaction (for an overview, see Mlynář et al. 2018).

There are many issues with participation, that is, “actions demonstrating forms of
engagement performed by parties within evolving structures of talk” (Goodwin and
Goodwin 2004, p. 222), in online environments. First, accessibility to the interaction is
compromised in the case of muted microphones, or, more generally, due to technological
or internet limits. Second, “the sequential organization of actions is often disrupted by
technology-related troubles, such as delays and orientation disparities” (Oittinen 2020,
p. 5). Lags in the interaction signal can hinder smooth turn-taking (Seuren et al. 2020),
which has to be coordinated in the absence of some useful resources, such as gaze direction
(Halvorsen 2013; Hjulstad 2016). The use of various modes (e.g., video and chat) also poses
challenges in establishing sequential order across the modalities (Gibson 2014). Third,
the lack of immediacy in space and timing presents issues of reference (see “fractured
indexicality”, Due and Licoppe 2021, p. 9). Although each person can see everyone else if
their camera is turned on, no one can determine exactly at what or whom others are looking
at any point in time (Hjulstad 2016). This situation weakens the “performative significance”
of non-verbal behavior (Melander Bowden and Svahn 2020). Indeed, multimodal actions
have been found to be minimized and in need of upgrading for them to be received
(Heath and Luff 1993). Yet, the visual affordances of the online environment also allow for
multiple and simultaneous ways of participation. As such, the technology is a resource
that participants can use to construct an interactional space that provides for the activities
at hand (Hansen 2020; Mondada 2007; Oittinen 2020).

In sum, research so far shows how video-mediated ways of interaction may compro-
mise participation. Participants, however, may find ways to address these issues. For
example, Seuren et al. (2020) describe doctors and patients working collaboratively to
find ways to deal with the challenges and use the affordances of the environment to solve
problems that arise. Focusing on educational interaction in our study, we analyze how
participation in online education is shaped by and contingent upon the affordances of
the online environment. Studying these online interactions contributes to our theoretical
understanding of how, in detail and locally, participation is “accomplished through the
participants’ situated practices, which are produced in and through embodied talk-in-
interaction” (Due and Licoppe 2021, p. 4). Concretely, describing the specific practices
that participants use could prove useful for online education in current GP training as
well as other types of online educational interaction, because these practices can be em-
ployed to accomplish the main institutional goal of creating educational value for everyone
(cf. Tůma 2018).

2. Methods
2.1. Setting

Our study on online participation in Dutch GP training builds on earlier research into
this setting in co-present form (van Braak et al. n.d.a; van Braak et al. 2021; Veen and de
la Croix 2016; Veen and de la Croix 2017). In this medical educational setting, residents
collaboratively reflect on practice experiences under the supervision of two teachers. The
teachers are experienced GPs, either behavioral scientists or sometimes specialist doctors.
The weekly sessions take place throughout the three-year course and are attended by the
same group of about 10 residents for several months at a time. Currently, all collaborative
reflection sessions taking place at the recording site are done on Zoom.

2.2. Data and Participants

We analyze three online collaborative reflection sessions, recorded between November
2020 and January 2021. These sessions were recorded as a pilot data set for analysis of
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online education in this setting. Each recording involves a different group of residents and
teachers. Table 1 presents an overview of the participants and recorded groups.

Table 1. Characteristics of the recording, participants, and group history per recorded session.

Recording Length of
Recording (h:m)

Residents
Attending

Year of
Residency Teachers Attending Meeting History of Group

1 01:46 11 first 1 GP, 1 behavioral scientist together for 3 months,
2 co-present sessions

2 01:34 11 first 1 GP, 1 behavioral scientist
together for 11 months, had

3.5 months of
co-present sessions

3 01:30 11 second 1 GP, 1 geriatrician together for 2 months,
no co-present sessions

All participants provided written or video-recorded informed consent for recording
and analysis of their collaborative reflection session. The Medical Ethics Review of Erasmus
Medical Centre, Rotterdam, the Netherlands confirmed that the Medical Research Involving
Human Subjects Act did not apply and therefore official approval of the study by the
committee was not required (reference number MEC-2020-0898).

2.3. Analytic Procedure

We used Conversation Analysis (CA) (Ten Have 2007), an ethnomethodological ap-
proach to study recordings that originated in sociology. The analytic focus of CA is on the
social actions that are accomplished with and in talk-in-interaction (Sidnell 2013), including
embodied, multimodal conduct such as gaze behavior (Hazel et al. 2014; Mondada 2014).
First, we transcribed the recordings using Jeffersonian transcription conventions (Hepburn
and Bolden 2013; Jefferson 2004) and adding multimodal features of the interaction where
relevant. Following the common methodological procedure of CA investigations of inter-
action (Sidnell 2013), we first watched the recordings closely to observe any noticeable
aspects of social interaction. One phenomenon that stood out, also in relation to our earlier
research into this form of education (van Braak et al. n.d.a), was the participants’ ways of
engaging in the online environment.

Moving back and forth between noteworthy instances of participation and the full
recordings, we identified several distinct practices that participants used to accomplish
participation and engagement throughout the sessions. We noticed that these procedures
change as the session moves through its four phases: 1. case presentation, 2. exploration,
3. discussion, and 4. closing (van Braak et al. n.d.b; Veen and de la Croix 2017). In the
following, we present the practices that participants used to take part in the unfolding
online interaction (cf. Koschmann et al. 2011). Our focus is on the situated nature of
these moments of participation (when), the actions that they accomplish (what), and how
participation is accomplished.

3. Analysis

In the following section, we provide an analysis of how participants display an
orientation to participation as a collaborative interactional achievement in an online setting.

First, we will show that participants at times explicitly orient to the particular features
of the digital environment with respect to participation at the beginning of the session. This
allows them to avoid the pitfalls, but also to exploit the specific affordances of the medium
in creating optimal circumstances to facilitate participation. This shows that participation
is one of the main considerations for the participants in the overarching project. It also
shows that participants modify their use of the online setting in light of this consideration.
Second, we will show that participants use specific practices of participation in doing story
recipiency during the case presentation to adjust to the characteristics of the online setting.
Both analyses, as well as the subsequent analyses of the transition from case presentation
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to discussion and the discussion itself, show that participants use the specific features and
the affordances of the online setting to participate in the activity of collaborative reflection.

However, the online environment also introduces some specific interactional problems
for the collaborative calibration of participation in the various phases of collaborative
reflection. Each of the distinct phases poses distinct challenges in the sense that for each of
the phases the participation framework needs to be modified or recreated to foster optimal
participation. In the last part of this section, we will analyze some of the practices that
participants use to deal with these challenges in an online environment.

3.1. Before We Start: Establishing Audio Norms

Participants themselves orient to the issue of participation in the local context of
the online environment. At the start of one session (recording 1), we saw participants
collaboratively establishing a norm for audio resource use in that session (lines 14–22). In
doing so, they show an orientation to optimal participation as the possibility of a direct
response to ongoing interactions. In the following fragment, the recording has just begun
and one of the two teachers (T2) first welcomes everyone and then addresses one of the
residents (R1, line 2).

Excerpt 1: Shall we all agree not to use the mute function (recording 1, preliminary to case
discussions).

1 ((start recording))
2 T2 zo goeie↑morgen allemaal heheheh

well good morning everyone ((smiles))
3 (naam R1) jij staat ↑dubbel ingelogd volgens mij,

(name R1) you’ve logged in twice I think

((lines omitted))

12 R1 ja
o
(’k weet ook niet)

o

yes
o
(I don’t know either)

o

13 (1.5)
14 T1 zullen we vandaag weer afspreken om allemaal van de

shall we all agree again not to use the mute function
15 mute af te gaan?

today?
16 T2 [ ((nodding)) ]
17 [ tenzij je echt ] denkt k heb heel veel achtergrondgeluid

[unless you really ] think I’ve got a lot of background noise
18 T2 [ja (.) denk dat] dat [wel het fijnst is.]

[yes (.) think that] would [ be best ]
19 R2 [ ((nodding)) ]
20 T1 [om de drempel ] iets te verlagen om

[to lower the threshold ] somewhat
21 te reageren op elkaar,

to responding to each other
22 (2.5)((several participants nod in agreement))
23 zijn er nog zaken die eh voorrang hebben=

are there any other issues that should have priority=
24 =even iemand die iets kwijt wil,

=anyone want to briefly share something um
25 e::hm,

u::m
26 (0.8)
27 een alge↑mene vraag,

a general question
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28 (.)
29 [opmerking.

[comment
30 R2 [((shakes [head))
31 R3 [oh ik heb wel een ↑vraagje.

[oh I have a brief question
32 ehm aan iedereen eigenlijk,

um for everyone actually
33 (.)
34 wij hadden gister eh

yesterday we had um
35 ((provides background information, then poses question))

Teacher 1 initiates the group’s agreement to the audio resource rules (line 14). Her
proposal for all to “not use the mute function” is formatted as a suggestion for a shared
decision about audio resource use for the current session: “shall we all agree to”. In
doing so, the teacher addresses the use of the mute function as the default mode of the
medium and suggests an alternative that allows for direct and audible reactions to each
other’s contributions as the preferred mode of participation. Implicit in the teacher’s
additional explanation of the proposal (lines 20–21) is the idea that muted microphones
hinder smooth back-and-forth conversation because of the hurdles they create for taking
turns. She suggests modifying a default characteristic of the medium, in light of specific
requirements of the overarching activity that the participants are engaged in. With their
visual (lines 16, 19, 22) and verbal acceptance of the proposal (line 18), the participants
have now collaboratively agreed and have set a strategy to deal with this particular feature
of the online environment. Although participants in recording 2 and 3 did not explicitly
construct a rule like the open mic one, this excerpt shows how participants may overtly
orient to the importance of participation in this type of session.

3.2. The Case Presentation: Doing Story Recipiency

After a resident has been selected to share their case, the participation framework
shifts from the any and many to just the one person. One participant embarks on a larger
project: the case presentation (phase 1). For the duration of that project, that resident
becomes the primary speaker. In the CA literature, a larger project is called a discourse
unit (DU) (Houtkoop and Mazeland 1985). The other participants take on the role of
DU recipients and produce “transient reactive turns” (Houtkoop and Mazeland 1985)
displaying their recipiency and understanding of the DU underway.

For other participants, taking part in the unfolding narrative thus involves displaying
adequate and accountable DU recipiency, for example, producing recipient tokens, doing
news receipts, and aligning and affiliating with the primary speaker. In the preceding
section, we showed that participants in recording 1 show an explicit orientation to the
desirability—or at the least the possibility—of displays of verbal participation. However,
because of timing issues resulting from lags in the internet connection, verbal displays of
recipiency can be quite obtrusive. In the following, we focus on non-verbal, embodied
displays of recipiency of a story underway in recording 3, as the digital environment seems
to provide particular affordances and resources for this type of recipiency. We will highlight
two practices in this extract: producing exaggerated facial expressions and maintaining
facial expressions for an extended period of time. These practices show a participant’s
awareness of the constant monitorability of their embodied recipiency and an awareness
of the ephemeral quality of their expressions such that these practices ensure increased
salience and visibility.

Excerpt 2 shows an example where both practices are combined. Prior to this excerpt,
R1, the primary speaker of the DU, has assessed her week as “quite frustrating”, thus
projecting a DU elaborating the cause of her distress. She categorizes the DU as troubles
talk (Jefferson 1988) and also hints at the type of responses she would like from the
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recipients. She then continues introducing the setting and illustrates her “issue” with a
concrete example: “It had already started on the Wednesday before” (not shown). Both
the build-up to this report, which introduces it as an example of her disagreement with
the procedures, and the production of the report with marked prosody that can be seen as
communicating an indignant state of disbelief index a clear stance of aversion and disbelief.
This is elaborated on in the account that follows, presented in Excerpt 2. During this part
of the telling, the facial expression of another participant (R2) explicitly shows extended
affiliation with this stance of disbelief (line 3).

Excerpt 2: use your charm (recording 3, case presentation phase).

1 R1 en toen was het verzoek,
and then they asked me

2 ja of ik even mijn chA:rmes in de strijd wilde gooien,
whether I could use my charms

3 [om dan die mensenFig1 te overtui]gen
[ to persuade these peo]ple

4 R2 [ raise-holdFig1-release ]
5 R1 dat ze dan [toch gevaccineerd wilden worden,]

to be [ vaccinated anyway ]
6 [ scans screen ]
7 (0.4)
8 R1 ja toen heb ik tegen die locatiemanager gezegd van nou (.)

at that point I told my location manager well
9 charmes in de strijd gooien?

use my charms
10 ik wil bij deze mensen langs

I want to talk to these people
11 om te informeren over het vaccin

to inform them about the vaccine
12 om te kijken (.) wat hun (.) redenen zijn

to find out (.) about their (.) motives
13 om niet gevaccineerd te worden.=

not to allow vaccination
14 =maar ik ga niemand over↑tuigen.

but I will not persuade them
15 ik zeg dat is niet mijn ↑taak.

that is not part of my job

In lines 1–3, R2 reports the request that the location manager directs at her in the
form of an indirect quote: “Of ik even mijn charmes in de strijd wilde gooien”. She uses
prosody to mark the cause of her discontent. There is a strong emphasis on the word
“charmes” (charms), which is produced with increased loudness and elongation. At the
boundary of the turn-construction unit, R2 first raises her eyebrows and then widens
her eyes producing a prototypical expression of surprise (Figure 1, also see Darwin 1859;
Duchenne 1862). She holds this expression for a moment and then gradually releases it
while scanning the other participants on her screen with visible eye movement in line 6.
Displaying her affiliation by assuming and holding this prototypical facial expression for
an extended period, R2 sidesteps a possibly disruptive feature of this social setting, since
verbal displays of recipiency can be very disruptive due to timing issues resulting from
possible lag in internet connections. In addition, her display of affiliation also shows how
she creatively uses the specific affordances of this particular medium: the ability to monitor
all participants en face and inspect their facial expressions for signs of displayed recipiency.
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3.3. From Case Presentation to Discussion: Modifying the Participation Framework

In the transition from case presentation to group discussion of the case (phase 1 to
phase 2), the participation framework has to be recreated yet again: from the case presenter
to the “reflective” group activity of collaborative discussion in which at least some other
group members participate. The transition is marked by ambiguity: Although the previous
activity (case presentation) is noticeably closed, who will take the floor to start the next
activity (case discussion) is not clear. Non-verbal resources to select next speakers, such
as directed gaze, are limited in the online setting, so joining the participation framework
is restricted to verbal bids for turns. The teacher’s role in recreating the participation
framework is ambiguous as well: Is there or is there not a need for moderation?

In the following excerpt from recording 1, we observe participants dealing with the
ambiguity of participation. At the possible completion of resident R1’s case presentation,
T2 does a number of “formulations” (Heritage and Watson 1979), interventions that sum-
marize what the case presenter has been saying and what her position was in the situation
(lines 1–2). In line 3, R1 produces a minimal response aligning with the formulation (“ja”),
after which T2 produces another minimal turn in third position (“okay”). This sequence is
closure implicative and brings the project underway to a possible closure.

Excerpt 3: problematic/who would like to respond? (recording 1, transition from case
presentation to discussion)

1 T2 dus het is eigenlijk het lijkt eigenlijk het initiatief
so actually so it seems that actually the family is taking

2 vanuit de familie en het ziekenhuis.
the initiative and the hospital

3 R1 ja.
yes

4 T2
o
oke.

o

okay
5 (4.0)
6 R2 ja.

yes
7 T2 ja heheheh

yes heheheh
8 R2 lastig. ((lachend))

problematic ((laughing))
9 T2 wie wil dr rea↑geren. ((lachend))

who would like to respond ((laughing))
10 wel een heftige casus eeh-

what a heavy case aye ah
11 R2 ja.

yes.
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12 R3 nou ik (.) wil er wel op reageren,=
well I (.) would like to respond

13 ↑ziekenhuis hadden wij natuurlijk ook wel
because in the hospital of course we also have people

14 mensen die je dan ↑niet kent,
whom you don’t know

The “okay” (line 4) in third position (Schegloff 1996) closes the sequence but is also
closure implicative for the overarching activity (case presentation). This provides the
other participants with an opportunity to self-select as the next speaker and modify the
participation framework. However, no other participant takes the floor, and the current
speaker does not continue, resulting in a pause of four seconds. After this pause, R2 self-
selects as the next speaker by producing a minimal response (“ja”), followed by a minimal
response by T2. This response is produced with laughter, which might be addressing the
lack of progressivity in the talk. R2 then continues with an assessment—also produced
with laughter—of the case presented by R1 (“problematic”), potentially moving into the
next phase (collaborative case discussion).

Right after, the teacher explicitly opens the floor with an open invitation to react (“who
would like to respond”), treating R2’s utterance as a response to the case presentation and
not as the start of a case discussion. This constitutes an explicit moderator action proposing
a modification of the participation framework (van Braak et al. n.d.b). In reaction to the
open invitation by T2, R2 produces another minimal response after which R3 self-selects
and produces a lengthy response (line 12 and further).

One can wonder whether this explicit invitation was required or whether it was a
barrier to participation. Before T2’s invitation, R2 was already participating nonverbally
and verbally (lines 6 and 8). However, R2’s turn in line 8 (“problematic”) is ambiguous
between “doing recipiency” as part of the case presentation or moving the interaction into
the discussion phase, where group members are expected to initiate contributions beyond
doing recipiency. This may explain T2’s seemingly redundant invitation (line 9). Ironically,
the teacher’s open invitation to “respond” can also be seen as sequentially deleting R2’s
“problematic”, by not considering it as a (valid) response. However, the fact that resident
R2 does provide a second story (Arminen 2004) right after R3’s reaction (not shown), does
seem to confirm that this utterance was already the start of a reaction rather than just
recipiency. Again, the irony is that the unmute rule, established at the start of this session,
allows for exactly this kind of direct response.

Strikingly, the modification of the participation framework in the transition from
presentation to discussion is in many cases established via an explicit moderation action
by the teacher. This could be a case of “over-moderating”: Doing explicit moderation on
the assumption that it is necessary in the online environment, while the environment itself
provides opportunities to structure the transition in ways other than strict moderation.
We see examples of unmoderated transitions in the recordings, too, where residents col-
laboratively recreate the participation framework without teacher intervention. In one
instance, this transition is initiated “off the radar”: Residents use the chat function to do
discussion-like actions while the case presenter has not yet recognizably signaled the end
of the telling. In that specific instance, the case presenter actually incorporates a response
to that reaction in her case presentation. This is how recipiency can be done in a way that
makes the response available while the person doing recipiency does not enter or disturb
the conversational floor. This is a qualitative affordance of the online environment that
shows an orientation to direct but non-disturbing participation.

3.4. Discussion of the Case: Extending an Existing Participation Framework

Once the participants have moved into the new activity of discussing the presented
case (phase 3), participation becomes a matter of modifying the participation framework
to include all the other participants—changing the rights and responsibilities of the par-
ticipants in the activity. Interactional instruments such as the “open mic” rule proposed
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in session 1 may be intended to foster participation but joining an existing participation
framework remains challenging regardless. In the following excerpt from the same record-
ing, we show a continued attempt by one resident to participate in the ongoing discussion.
The interaction takes place toward the end of a case discussion by resident R1 and both
teachers, who share the initial, tripartite participation framework (R1-T1-T2).

Excerpt 4a: tripartite participation framework (recording 1, discussion phase)

1 R1 ja
yes

2 maar terwijl je dan eerst eigenlijk helemaal aan de andere
but first you were really completely on the other

3 [kant,]=
side

4 T1 [ ja. ]=
yes

5 R1 =ik zat- helemaal ergens [anders,]
I was completely somewhere [else]

6 T2 [ ja. ]
[yes ]

7 R1 uiteindelijk kom je toch wel weer op het pad terecht,
in the end though you get back to the same point again

8 T1 ja.
yes

9 R1 maar dat vond ik wel een bijzonder gesprek.=
but I thought it was a remarkable conversation

10 =dat het dan wel allemaal omhoog komt uiteindelijk.
how everything does come up eventually

11 T1 hoe was dat voor jou?=
how was that for you

12 hoe heb jij dat beleefd?
how did you experience that

13 R1 nou ik vond het echt een leuk [gesprek]=
well I thought it was really a fun [conversation]

14 T1 [ ja.]
[ yes. ]

15 R1 -en ik vond het jammer dat ik het niet had opgenomen
and I thought it was a pity I did not record it

16 want ik dacht van [wow dit is echt een leuk gesprek. ]
because I thought [wow this is such a fun conversation.]

17 R2 [((smiles and nods alongFIG2)) ]

During R1’s storytelling, both teachers frequently express non-verbal recipiency and
verbal recipient tokens (e.g., lines 4, 8, and 14), making use of the established open mic rule.
Moreover, both teachers ask follow-up questions directed at the current speaker providing
her take on the presented case (R1). This pattern of frequently showing recipiency and
asking questions constitutes a narrow, tripartite participation framework and validates
resident R1 as the primary speaker. During this episode, other residents show persistent
readiness to participate in these interactions, yet they fail to effectively join the initial par-
ticipation framework. Resident R2 in particular produces multiple signs of recipiency and
readiness to participate throughout R1, T1, and T2’s exchanges. During the whole episode
(that is approximately 3.5 min long, of which excerpt 4a shows a section), R2 verbalized
four “recipient yeses” alongside those of the teachers’ (not shown in 4a). Additionally, R2
produces multiple and strong signs of non-verbal forms of recipiency. For instance, while
R1 declares gleefully that “it is such a fun conversation” in line 16, R2 shows increased
non-verbal engagement by also enthusiastically smiling and nodding along (Figure 2).
However, only after T1’s explicit invitation for others to respond and join the tripartite
participation framework R2 takes the floor (78–81, see Excerpt 4b).
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Excerpt 4b: joining the tripartite participation framework (recording 1, discussion phase)

64 T1 (naam R1) herken je-
(name R1) do you recognize

65 of of anderen
or or you others

66 herken je dat het ook een leerproces is?
do you also see that it’s a learning process

67 R2 [ja
yes

68 [(( nod[ding))
69 RR [((six [ other residents are nodding))
70 T1 [dat je eigenlijk wat meer die context erbij betrekt,

[that you actually integrate the context a bit more
71 wie zei ja?

who said yes
72 (naam R3)

(name R3)
73 R2 ja=

yes
74 R3 =nee volgens mij was het (naam [R4) of-

no I think it was (name R4) or-
75 T2 [((laughing))
76 T1 [ohh [(naam R4) [ j]a hehe ]

ohh (name R4) yes heheh
77 R4 [((headshake))]
78 R2 [ja]>ik ik<]

yes I I
79 zei ook ja,=

said yes too
80 =maar ik- in- inderdaad

but I- in- indeed
81 ik (merk) ook gewoon eh dat hele leerproces,

I’m also (aware of) that it’s just a total learning process

In line 64, T1 initially directs her question at the prior speaker (R1) using an explicit
address term. However, before finishing her utterance, she cuts her question short and
explicitly includes all the other participants as addressees of her question in line 65. This
initial focus on R1 and T1’s shift away from R1 show how the tripartite participation
initially captivates T1’s focus within that activity. Only after the self-correction is the partic-
ipation framework modified to include all participants. In response to T1, R2 accepts the
invitation in lines 67–68 with “yes” and nods distinctly, with six other residents nodding
simultaneously in agreement (line 69). This creates an information overload and confusion
about “who said yes” in lines 71–77. Many heads bobbing at once make it challenging to
align the “correct bobbing head” with the audible “yes”. In overlap with the nodding and
right after the R2s “yes”, T1 produces an increment to her question in line 70, explicating
what she means by “the learning process”. Upon completion of her utterance, she imme-
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diately initiates repair in line 71 to identify the participant who self-selected to join in on
the discussion. It takes the participants a few turns (72–77) to identify the speaker, after
which R2 successfully reinforces his bid for a turn in lines 78–79 with “I also said yes” and
produces a longer contribution to the discussion.

In sum, this excerpt suggests that forms of verbal recipiency outside the initial, tripar-
tite participation framework go mostly unnoticed by those who are already alternating
turns in the set frame as a result of the spatial configuration and the organization of the
audio stream of the online environment. Breaking out of the tripartite frame needs marked
action, such as an explicit invitation to join, which can be troubling due to informational
overload. The narrow participation framework captures the focus of those directly involved
in the frame, drawing them further in; while the recipiency and readiness to participate
of outsiders remains mostly unnoticed. One practice that circumvents this issue of being
noticed, which we observe in two of the recordings, is that residents use the chat function
of the online environment to comment on aspects of the ongoing discussion, which can
then be picked up by those part of the current participation framework. In that case, the
chat responders are acknowledged as ratified listeners and active responders without them
having to compete for a turn to participate in the interaction.

3.5. Case Conclusion: Narrowing the Participation Framework

Moving into the concluding phase of a case discussion (phase 4), participants narrow
the participation framework again. This concluding activity has a dual focus: 1. To give
everyone the opportunity for final “mentionables” (Schegloff and Sacks 1973), and 2. To
determine the value or uptake of the case discussion for the case presenter and possibly for
others (Veen and de la Croix 2017). In our recordings, we see a typical participation pattern
that addresses both. This pattern is related to the rights and responsibilities of different
participants in this type of activity in this institutional context. As the formal chairs of the
sessions, teachers take and are granted the responsibility to initiate and advance closings.
Similarly, as the primary speaker, the case presenter is entitled to signal whether closing the
ongoing activity is appropriate in light of what they wanted to get from the discussion. The
other participants are mostly ratified listeners, unless they take up the invitation to share
final thoughts. These rights and responsibilities are visible in the following participation
pattern in the last phase of case discussions. Interactionally, this is achieved in two steps.
First, one teacher opens up the closure of the prior section to move into the conclusion,
leaving room for any participant to take a turn. Second, after this one or both teachers and
the case presenter collaboratively close the case by establishing the value of the discussion.
The following excerpt from recording 1 is an example in point (R1 = case presenter, T1 and
T2 = teachers, R2 and R3 = other residents).

Excerpt 5: would someone else like to respond (recording 1, end of discussion phase)

1 R1 ja >ik weet dus niet hoe-<
yes so I don’t know how-

2 ja dat kindje is dus wel uit de reanimatiesetting gekomen,
yes that little kid did come out of the reanimation setting

3 is vervolgens naar het (naam ziekenhuis) vervoerd,
afterwards they moved it to the (name hospital)

4 maar (.) hoe- (wat) ‘t nu met- eh daarmee gaat weet ik
but (.) how- (what) it’s doing now ah obviously I don’t

5 natuurlijk niet.
know that

6 T2 nee.
no

7 (2.0)
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8 R1 ja.
yes

9 T2 heftig hoor.
that’s heavy

10 (1.5)
11 R2 ja.

yes
12 T1 is er nog iemand die nog wil reageren of is het (2.2)

would someone else like to respond or is this
13 voldoende zo?

enough as is
14 R3 nou ook heel herkenbaar inderdaad je eh wisseling van

well very familiar indeed your ah switch from
15 enerzijds van je emotie van

your feelings about
16 hé wat fijn dat zondagsarmpje

yay how nice that pulled elbow
17 [dan ] zon heftige casus

[and then] to such an intense case
18 T2 [ja ]

[yes]
19 R3 en waarschijnlijk moet je daarna weer door en dan komt er

and probably you need to go on afterwards and then someone
20 weer iemand met een beetje eczeem die ook prima tot maandag

comes in with a spot of eczema that could’ve easily waited
21 had kunnen [wachten ],

till [ Monday ]
22 T2 [ja: ((lachend)) ]

[ye:s ((laughing))]
23 R3 (maar bij de eigen huisarts),

but for their own GP
24 he eeh ( ) ook heel herkenbaar.

aye aah ( ) also very recognizable
25 dus eh dat is ook wel eh

so aah that is also rather um
26 T2 ja.

yes
27 (4.0)
28 ja.

yes
29 T1 nou goed dat je het gedeeld hebt (naam R1)

well it’s good that you shared this (name R1)
30 R1 yes

yes
31 T1 ja (2.0) eeh (naam R4)

yes (2.0) aah (name R4)

Situated in a context of final generalities and assessments, which typically introduce
topic closings (Schegloff and Sacks 1973), T1 does a pre-closing move of inviting final
responses (lines 12–13). Her invitation shows an orientation to the opportunity to share
“unmentioned mentionables” (Schegloff and Sacks 1973), the first focus of concluding
activities. The yes-preferred, second part of her invitation, “or is this enough (2.2) as is”,
however, shows a clear orientation to the completion of the case discussion and also seems
to narrow the opportunity to add anything at all. Yet, in lines 14–25, R3 takes up this
invitation by adding to the case discussion. R3′s contribution comes to a close in line 25
with a conclusion (“so”) that remains incomplete. In response, T2 produces a minimal
recipient token that she repeats after a 4.0 s pause in which nobody else self-selects as the
next speaker. Rather than repeating her invitation for further contribution, T1 then moves
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into closing the current case by thanking the case presenter (R1) and they jointly close the
discussion by establishing the usefulness of the presentation (lines 26–31)—showing an
orientation to their rights and responsibilities to advance the closing activity. With the case
presenter “owning” the case and being entitled to affirm the usefulness of the discussion or
lack thereof so far, this narrow participation pattern is contingent on the session’s goal of
producing educational value—especially for the case presenter.

In an online environment, these modifications in the participation framework and the
specific responsibilities of the specific participants (most notably the case presenter and the
teachers) can yield interactional problems. Whereas in face-to-face settings participants
are co-present in a physical space, in online settings participants convene in a digital space
while also occupying another physical space that may call on their attention. The following
excerpt from recording 3 provides a case in point. While the case presenter is formulating
her uptake, her attention is drawn to something outside her screen (line 3). She explains
her distraction by mentioning the package delivery (line 5) and mutes her microphone
before walking out of frame. While she is away the participants discuss the uptake of her
case (lines 17–21). When she comes back, the teacher explicitly reports on what they have
been talking about in her absence (25–29) treating her access to what has been discussed as
crucial to the activity (in line with her rights and responsibilities as the case presenter).

Excerpt 6: and now apparently there’s a parcel arriving (recording 3, end of discussion
phase)

1 R1 naja goed.=
oh well

2 =ik ↑moest t gewoon ef[fe: ja ik moest t gewoon even ↑kwijt.
=I just had to quickly yes I just had to say it

3 [((kijkt naar iets buiten scherm
[((looks at something outside screen

4 oh.=
oh

5 =en d’r komt ook echt nu een pakketje binnen schijnbaar.
=and now apparently there’s a parcel arriving

6 [starts getting up from the chair
7 [((slight laughter from various other participants))
8 T2 saved [by the bell.]
9 R1 [((laughing))] (saved by the bell).
10 pre↑chie-↑hi-↑hies hihihi

ex-aaah-ct-ly hahahaha
11 T1 wordt vervolgd [denk ik ( )

to be continued [I think ( )
12 R1 [((mutes microphone and walks out of frame))
13 T1 ja is een beetje afgekapte discussie zo.=

yes it’s a bit of an abrupt discussion ending this way.=
14 =maar zullen we maar wel eventjes verder?=

=but shall we move on none the less?=
15 =want ik denk dat we het hier heel lang over kunnen hebben,

=because I think we could talk about this for very long
16 (

o
en dat we d’r op terug gaan komen,

o
)

(and that we’ll come back to this)
17 T2 maar- misschien wel even nog één zinnetje-

but- maybe briefly one more sentence-
18 e- i- ik denk dat wij als (.) of ↓wij (.) jullie als aios,

ah- I- I think that we as (.) or we (.) you as residents
19 .h duidelijk je grenzen moeten aangeven.

.h clearly need to set your boundaries
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20 en misschien is dat ook de frustratie van (naam R1),
and perhaps that’s also (name R1)’s frustration

21 van- ja weet je ze is over haar grenzen gegaan,
that- yes you know she went too far

((lines omitted; the teacher elaborates on this point,
meanwhile R1 returns with the package in sight))

22 T2 kijk.
look

23 het cadeautje is binnen,
the present has arrived

24 R1 ((gestures at the package))
25 T2 nou ik zei net (naam R1),

well I was just saying (name R1)
26 een deel van je frustratie is natuurlijk ook dat jij voelt

part of your frustration is of course also due to your
27 dat jij over je grens moest gegaan qua verantwoording,

feeling that you had to overstep your responsibility
28 maar dat het niet werd opgepakt door je opleider,

boundaries but that your tutor did not acknowledge that
29 dus dat jij d’r ingesprongen bent.

so that you stepped in.
30 (2.7)
31 R1 ehm-

um-
32 (.)
33 ja.

yes

34
((further discussion between T1, T2, and R1 about what the main
issue was and what feedback R1 can give to the supervisor in
practice))

While the group could have moved on to the next case following line 12 (where the
case presenter leaves the group to fetch the parcel), the teacher shows a dual orientation
in her following talk (lines 13–16). First, she proposes to continue the discussion (line 14).
In doing so, she shows an orientation to the relevance of this case for all present. That
is, she treats the case as a token of a type of situation and derives a “learnable” for all
present (lines 18–19) (Zemel and Koschmann 2014). Second, she shows an orientation to
the “ownership” of the case presenter to the discussion underway. This is visible in her
use of the particle “wel” (nonetheless) in her proposal to continue despite the absence
of the case presenter. It is also in her uptake after the return of the case presenter. Once
she is back with her package, she reformulates the upshot of the prior discussion for the
case presenter—thus dealing with the interactional problems caused by features of the
digital setting and again showing an orientation to the centrality of the case presenter in
this activity: The one who presented the case is entitled to acknowledge or accept what is
to be taken from the preceding discussion. Indeed, R1 partly acknowledges the teacher’s
interpretation of the main point (line 31 and further). This triggers T2 to make another
suggestion for future steps to take. So, also in this closing activity, we see participants
working toward the narrow tripartite participation framework that we observed earlier. In
doing so, they are restricted by the affordances of the online environment, where video
frames display the physical space that is part of someone’s reality. This context provides
for overriding responsibilities that influence the ongoing educational activity.

4. Discussion

In this study, we focused on residents’ participation in collaborative reflection sessions
held online. Participation is key to successful collaborative reflection (van Braak et al. 2021).
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As a result of the COVID-19 pandemic, institutions have been forced to shift to online
education. This raises the question of how teachers and residents achieve participation as a
dynamic, complex, and temporally unfolding interactional achievement that addresses the
challenges and uses of the affordances of this new online environment.

In our analyses, we showed that participants display an explicit orientation to partici-
pation in an online setting as a collaborative interactional achievement. Participants orient
to participation as a direct reaction in ongoing interactions throughout the session. For
example, they explicitly addressed a specific feature of the online environment by estab-
lishing a norm for audio use at the start of one session. During the case presentation (phase
1), participants creatively orient to the specific affordances of the online setting: Discourse
unit recipients use the inherent possibility to monitor and inspect the facial expressions
of all participants to display embodied recipiency. In doing so, they use upgraded and
extended non-verbal behavior—an online conversation strategy that has been reported
in other contexts (Heath and Luff 1993) but was not found in recent online educational
interaction (Melander Bowden and Svahn 2020).

The transition from case presentation to discussion (phase 1 to 2) poses difficulties in
online settings because of the inherent ambiguity of these transitions (Veen and de la Croix
2016). We found three distinct practices that participants used to recreate the participation
framework: self-selection using open mic policy, using the chat function, and via the
teacher’s explicit moderation. Our analyses reveal that this last strategy puts additional
strain on the teacher, whose role might then become limiting rather than facilitating. During
the case discussion, the participation framework should ideally give everybody a chance
to speak, transforming the discussion of an individual case into a collaborative learning
experience (Veen and de la Croix 2016). This typically involves extending the participation
framework. Here we saw that one of the affordances of the online environment can also
constitute a drawback. On the one hand, all participants are—in principle—available en
face for others to monitor: They are continuously inspectable for meanings that can be
gleaned from their facial expressions. This provides resources that are not available in
face-to-face settings, where participants are often seated in a horseshoe formation, but
also makes them accountable for adequate recipiency at all times. On the other hand, it
is impossible to tell whether participants are actually monitoring others at any moment:
During digital meetings, we cannot determine who is looking at whom—a situation very
rare in face-to-face encounters even in groups (Stivers 2021). Thus, the particularities of the
social situation (Goffman 1972) may result in non-verbal contributions going unnoticed by
other participants. Also, in this phase, a strategy that was meant to facilitate participation,
that is, the open mic rule, might actually have detrimental effects in making it harder to
enter the conversation for participants outside the initial tripartite participation framework
of the case presenter and the two supervisors.

In the conclusion phase, the participants need to manage two distinct orientations to
the participation framework. First, participants need to establish that everybody has had a
chance to speak their mind and that the group has reached some sort of collective under-
standing or agreement. Second, the case presenter should confirm that this understanding
is an adequate discussion of the considerations of their particular case. Both goals portray
an orientation to creating educational value for all (who want to raise additional questions
or issues) and specifically for the case presenter. Here again, the specific characteristics of
the online setting make it hard to move beyond the tripartite participation framework of
supervisors and case presenters, which is illustrated by participants’ focus on maintaining
this frame even upon the case presenter’s return after a short absence to open the door for a
delivery. Each phase of a collaborative reflection session thus imposes a new participation
framework that needs to be accomplished through participants’ situated practices in and
through embodied talk-in-interaction. In this sense, case discussions like these can be
described as situated activity systems (Goffman 1961; Goodwin 1996; Levinson 1979),
“repetitive social encounters in which individuals are brought into face-to-face interac-
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tion with others to perform a single joint activity of somewhat closed, self-compensating,
self-terminating circuits of interdependent actions” (Goodwin 2018, p. 187).

Overall, our analyses show that throughout collaborative reflection sessions, there
is an explicit orientation to the interactional accomplishment of participation in different
participation frameworks throughout the phases in this situated activity system. In this
new online environment, participants invent new strategies to deal with familiar and
sometimes new problems that the setting introduces. This is how participants use the envi-
ronment as a resource to construct an interactional space that provides for the activities at
hand (Mondada 2007). On the one hand, the new environment has affordances that enable
participants to creatively display the non-verbal recipiency that results in increased partici-
pation by optimally using the complementary nature of two semiotic fields. On the other
hand, the same characteristics of the environment (en face access to every participant) also
limit the opportunity to ascertain whether embodied contributions are actually observed
because of the absence of mutual gaze. Participants deal explicitly with what they perceive
as the shortcomings of the new setting: despite the possibly obtrusive/intrusive nature of
speech, they decide to leave the microphones open to facilitate direct participation in all
phases. Although this does accomplish the production of recipient tokens, for example, it
also seems to make it harder to broaden the participation framework.

Two limitations need consideration in interpreting these findings. First, although
the recordings frame all those present, they provide just one perspective on the ongoing
interaction. Given the known lags in digital in- and output (Seuren et al. 2020), we cannot
know what information is received exactly when by whom. This compromises the analysis
of the conversation in terms of precise timing. Therefore, we have avoided any firm
conclusions in this respect. Second, our analyses are based on three recordings of online
interaction in one educational setting. This limited data set prevents us from generalizing
to other settings in online education. Yet, it does provide for analytic generalization
(Pomerantz 1990). Our description of the interaction in this online educational setting
should be understood as a description of participation practices that anyone taking part in
a similar online setting can or could do (Waring 2013).

Admittedly, our analyses may only scratch the surface in terms of the description of
practices that participants use to accomplish participation in online settings. However, they
do indicate that the study of practices used to produce participation in online collaborative
reflection sessions is interesting in its own right. Rather than analyzing these sessions in
comparison to co-present reflection sessions, the study of online reflection as an indepen-
dent activity system (Goodwin 2018), where online participants collaboratively achieve a
joint project, may yield several interesting insights. First, our analyses remind us that all
interaction is embodied, and that context and activity stand in reflexive relation (Heritage
and Clayman 2010). Context is not independent of the activity; that is, the context is not
a container that shapes the interaction in any determinate pre-ordained way. Rather, the
activity shapes the context, making certain features more prominent and downplaying
others. Second, this means that rather than dealing with online collaborative reflection
sessions as the same activity in a different environment it might prove useful to study it as
an activity in its own right. Although the institutional goals of collaborative reflection are
the same in both environments, they constitute very different activities. Both environments
highlight specific features of the educational activity. The online environment constitutes
a new contextual configuration in the sense of Goodwin (2018, p. 17): a locally relevant
array of semiotic fields to which participants demonstrably orient. In this contextual
configuration, participants have access to different layers of semiosis (e.g., speech, facial
expressions, chat) that allow for new practices to constitute participation. An investigation
of how participants use and combine these different layers would be a promising avenue
for future research. The study of these new practices may provide new insights into the
nature of online interaction—a mode of communication ever more common and ever more
vital in our current society.
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